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Salary negotiations fail; Some professors to picket

MITCHELL ALAN PARKER
STAFF WRITER

On Wednesday afternoon outside the Student Union, a picketing event is scheduled to be held by
the California Faculty Association,
which is a unionized faculty group
that represents all of the 23,000

Aviation
students
take
concerns
to CSU
KEVIN RAND
STAFF WRITER

On Jan. 24, a San Jose State
University student representative
spoke at the CSU board of trustees
meeting in Long Beach to convey
concerns about alleged mismanagement within the university’s
aviation department.
The representative, Ken Pierce, a
22-year-old senior majoring in aviation, addressed the board of trustees
when he was given an opportunity to
speak during public comments.
In his speech, Pierce said, “For
the past three years we have raised
concerns about the poor management of our San Jose State University department.”
“Two formal complaints have
been ﬁled against Department Chair
Patricia Backer; and numerous requests for an investigation into why
she falsiﬁed records, verbally abused
students, and shredded student ﬁles
have been ignored,” Pierce said.
Pierce claimed the department is
not up to some students’ standards
and that some have been treated
so badly by their department chair
that they have changed majors and
have even left California to pursue
aviation degrees elsewhere.
Pierce and other students have
alleged that the quality of education is a primary concern for those
studying aviation.
Ryan Kaher, a senior majoring
in aviation said, “There are many
classes that have been taught by individuals who do not have an aviation background.”
Andre Wigley, captain of the
university’s ﬂight team, echoed
Kaher’s concerns. He said he
hopes the department will begin
hiring more qualiﬁed professors.
“There are two teachers that I
know have taught classes that have no
aviation background,” Wigley said.
Pierce, the speaker at the meeting, said the students are not trying
to be troublemakers. “I don’t think
the University knows how huge a
part of this economy aviation is,”
see AVIATION, page 5

professors, librarians, counselors
and coaches in the 23-campus
California State University system,
said Jonathan Karpf, chair of the
SJSU strike organizing committee
who put together the picket.
The purpose of the picketing
event is to raise awareness about the
unfair wages of faculty, to recruit

new members and to show strength
in numbers to the Chancellor’s ofﬁce in hopes of reaching a deal for
a new contract, Karpf, who is also
a lecturer of anthropology at SJSU
and an evolutionary biologist, said.
“If (the faculty) aren’t being
treated fair, that means the students
aren’t getting the most out of their

education,” said Jeanette Ramos,
a sophomore majoring in biology,
who said she plans to stop by the
picketing event on Wednesday to
support the CFA.
The CFA negotiates with the
CSU Chancellor’s ofﬁce for all faculty, whether they’re a member or
not, to improve working conditions

and salaries, Karpf said.
“(The CFA) has been bargaining a successor contract from the
one that was supposed to expire in
2005,” Karpf said.
In September 2006, the ofﬁce of
CSU Chancellor Charles B. Reed
made a salary offer to the CFA,
who countered back with their sal-

150Celebration

ary offer, Karpf said.
“When the CFA made the
counter offer, the CSU walked out
of the room. They literally walked
away and declared an impasse,”
Karpf said. “It was like ‘Our way
or the highway.’”
But in an ofﬁcial statement resee PICKET, page 5

th Anniversary

Prestigious alumni among more than
400 attendees at kick-off event

KYLE HANSEN
STAFF WRITER

The Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Library was transformed Friday night
into a glamorous gala, complete with
Victorian dancers skipping around a
maypole, wine tasting, a jazz ensemble and a large ice sculpture.
The gala was held to kick
off San Jose State University’s
year-long celebration of its
150th anniversary with the
theme, “Where tradition
meets tomorrow.”
“There are lots of
supporters to the
university here,”
said
Jennifer

Dancers from
The Academy of
Danse Libre perform
dance styles from the late
1800’s, in the lobby of the Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Library.

Cauble, the associate vice president of marketing and communications. “There are people that care. That is part of the
purpose of the whole celebration, to generate pride on campus, for students, alumni and the community.”
More than 400 guests attended the event, including
University President Don Kassing, San Jose Mayor Chuck
Reed and NBC11 meteorologist and SJSU alumnus John
Farley. Members of the San Jose City Council, SJSU
alumni, and university donors also attended.
“This is a great time to recognize the contributions of San Jose State University to
San Jose for a very long time — 150
years,” said Mayor Reed. “The contribution has been enormous. It’s
very important for a great city to
have a great university.”
The gala was also a
chance for hospitality
management students
to practice the skills
they learned in class
by planning an actual
event.
“We tried to go with all
San Jose State students,
from the band to the VIP
harpist upstairs,” said Jessica Bruns, a senior majoring in hospitality management, who has been working
on the event since last August.
“This will be very good
for my career and for my re-

SJSU sophomore
publishes book

Train enthusiast explores history
MARK POWELL
STAFF WRITER

When Los Gatos Public Library director Peggy Conaway was asked to help San
Jose State University student Edward Kelley compile a book on the history of the
Los Gatos rail system, she had her doubts
at ﬁrst.
Conaway wondered how someone only
18 years old could have so much interest
in a subject that seemed so distant to most
people from Kelley’s generation.
However, it did not take long for Kelley to prove to Conaway, along with more
than 200 supporters that showed up to
the eventual book signing, that he was the
see TRAIN, page 7
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Edward Kelley, a sophomore majoring in industrial design, shown hanging outside of a train
in Fremont is the author of “Railroads of Los
Gatos.”
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From left to right, J. Michael Fulton, president and CEO of Comerica
Bank Western Market, Chuck Reed, San Jose city mayor, Ruth E.
Eifer, university library dean, Don W. Kassing, San Jose State University president and John Boldt of the Hewlett-Packard Company,
cut the ceremonial ribbon celebrating the opening of the exhibit.

sume. How many 150th anniversaries are there?” Bruns
said. “This event is a good stepping stone to exactly where
I want to be when I graduate next year.”
Professor Kate Sullivan helped her students with the
planning process and said that even though she is on sabbatical this semester, she did not want to miss the event.
“This is my contribution to the university,” she said. “I
love this university. We are excited, 150 years is neat. This
university has really laid a foundation for this valley.”
The event was also an opportunity to raise money for
the University Library, which fundraises and maintains
separate collections from the public library housed in the
same building. Part of the proceeds from the $75 tickets
will be used to support university’s collections, according
to Alyssa Byrkit from university advancement.
“But, the main goal is to have a really good party, to
have all our friends and alumni get together,” Byrkit said
as guests mingled on the ﬁrst ﬂoor of the library, munching
on shrimp, steak and chicken and watching dancers do the
Charleston and the jitterbug.
After brief remarks by University Library Dean Ruth
Kifer, Mayor Reed and President Kassing, a historical exhibit opened with a traditional ribbon cutting.
The exhibit, housed on the second ﬂoor of the library, will
be free and open to the public for the rest of the year and
showcases items from the past 150 years of SJSU history.
According to the school’s Web site, SJSU was originally
founded as Minns’ Evening Normal School to train public
see GALA, page 4

Alumna donates $250,000
for yearly faculty awards
SAMIE HARTLEY
STAFF WRITER

San Jose State University alumna Linda
F. Morasch pledged $250,000 to the College of Business. The money will go toward
grants that will be awarded yearly to faculty
members who excel in teaching.
Morasch said she made the pledge because her SJSU education was inﬂuential in
her journey to success.
“I went to San Jose State. I feel it was the
key to my success,” Morasch said. “I want
to give back.”
Senior Associate Dean of the College
of Business Stephen Kwan said $25,000
will be used by the college annually for ten
years. Each year, two faculty members will
be awarded $10,000 and the remaining
$5,000 will go toward funding other proj-

ects at the college.
“This multiple-year gift from our (alumna)
Linda Morasch will provide funding for our
faculty to learn about the latest technology to
create innovative course design and content
delivery,” Kwan said. “The students will be
the ones beneﬁting from this generous gift.”
Kwan said the grants will provide students with more learning opportunities
through online discussions and lectures.
David Lim, a junior majoring in accounting, said he took classes with online components and he ﬁnds the experience beneﬁcial.
“I think putting money into the college
will provide more resources for students,”
Lim said.
Kwan said that the faculty would be able
to use the awards to investigate new technologies, such as creating more hybrid classsee GRANT, page 4
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QUOTE OF THE DAY:

People grow through experience if they meet life honestly and courageously. This is
how character is built.
— Eleanor Roosevelt

YOU WRITE LIKE A GIRL:

There’s still hope in professional sports, not all athletes are criminals
Imagine your name is Emmnueo Cibrin.
You’re 18 years old and a resident of Tampa, Fla.
It is 4 a.m. and you are leaving Miami with a buddy
after a night of clubbing when just as you are driving away you accidentally side-swipe the open driver’s
side door of a car parked on the street.
Panicking and leaving the scene, hoping no one
saw what just happened.
It just wasn’t anyone’s car; it was Shaquille O’Neal’s
2007 Cadillac Escalade.
And not only did you hit the Diesel’s ‘Lade but now
the big guy himself is in his damaged car barreling
down the road in hot pursuit.
In 2005, the Miami Heat’s star center was sworn in
as a Miami Beach reserve officer, and with his bodyguard Jerome Crawford in the passenger seat, you are
now being chased by seven feet and one inch of 360
pounds of Shaq Daddy along with his very own Rottweiler of an accomplice.
Seconds seem like hours and finally you decide to
stop and pull over.
As a large black man steps out of the driver’s
side, you squint, rub your eyes and hope to God this
is all just a dream.
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“I’m the Big Aristotle son. You hit my car. And
now you will pay.”
Alright, so the Shaq-a-nator may not have said those
exact words, but Cibrin’s passenger, Junior Rondon,
told the Miami Herald the two were shocked when
O’Neal walked up to Cibrin’s vehicle.
“I couldn’t believe that,’’ Rondon
told the Herald. “Of all the people.
I mean, damn.’’
In the last year and some months,
Superman (again a self-proclaimed
nickname), has been involved in
helping the Miami Beach police
force periodically.
LINDSAY BRYANT
Doctor Shaq helped the Miami police apprehend a man accused of being involved in a
hate crime in September of 2005, and in June the next
year an abducted man was left in front of O’Neal’s
home.
Detective O’Neal promptly called 911, letting them
know he had a “38” — police code for a suspicious
person — in front of his home.
In 2004 investigative reporter Jeff Benedict, a contributing writer for the Lost Angeles Times and Sports

SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
The SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry will be
holding a “Hour of Power – Rosary Prayer Night,”
at 8 p.m. in the SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Center. For more information, contact Kay Polintan at
(408) 938-1610.
Associated Students Campus Recreation Fitness
Fitness classes provided by Associated
Students are free for the first week with classes such as
cycling, Yoga, Pilates and much more held at SPX
79. For more information, contact Dana Moore at
dmoore@as.sjsu.edu.
Wednesday
Meteorology Department Seminar
Professor Pat Hamill, department of physics,
is giving a lecture called “Why Aerosols Matter,” a
discussion on three different aspects of aerosols in the
atmosphere of Earth at 3 to 4 p.m. in Duncan Hall
614. For more information, contact (408) 924-5200.

Write letters to the editor and submit Sparta
Guide information online. Visit our Web site at
www.thespartandaily.com. You may also submit information in writing to DBH 209.

Sharing Life Experiences
Join SJSU graduate and father of Chicano
Theatre, Luis Valdez, as he shares his stories of
impact and consequence at 7 to 8:30 p.m. in the
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Library, room 229. For more
information, contact (408) 808-2397.
Thursday
First Thursdays in Special Collections
“Beethoven’s English Connections: John Khouri
on the Broadwood Fortepiana,” will be hosted at 7
to 8 p.m. in the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Library,
room 550. For more information, contact Rebecca
Feind at Rebecca.Feind@sjsu.edu.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
The SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry will be
holding the Alpha Omega Student Fellowship at 8 p.m.
in the SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry D Lounge.
For more information, contact Kay Polintan at
(408) 938-1610.
Friday

Philosophy Colloquium Series
Robert Audi, professor of philosophy, and David
E. Gallo, professor of business ethics at University of
Notre Dame will present “Ethical Theory and Moral
Judgement: From Classical Virtues to Contemporary
Outsourcing,” at 4:30 p.m. in the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Library, conference room 229. For more
information, contact Bo Mou at (408) 924-4513.

Exercise for Stress Reduction: Breathing, Aerobics ...
Join Rachel Vimont, physical therapist for the
Student Health Center in a second talk in the
Safety & Risk Unit of Human Resources’ Wellness
Lecture where she will show you how to properly
reduce your stress level and take care of your back.
The event will be at 12:00 to 1 p.m. in Clark Hall 547.
For more information, contact Suzanne Sundholm at
(408) 924-2158.

Intramural Basketball League
Signups are due for Intramural Basketball on Jan.
31, between 9 and 4 p.m. at the General Services
Office inside the Student Union. Cost per team is
$45. For more information, contact Dana Moore at
dmoore@as.sjsu.edu.

PreMedical Club
The PreMedical Club will hold a meeting with
speaker Susan Powers from Temple’s School of
Podiatric
Medicine
at
2
p.m.
in
Duncan Hall 505. For more information, contact
sjsu_premed_club@yahoo.com.
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Football is now America’s pastime
Baseball is no longer America’s pastime. There
was the players’ strike in 1994, the ever-growing and
insane contracts for mediocre players and the lucrative team payrolls (For example, the New York Yankees paying over $250 million a year).
There are bobblehead athletes driven by steroids
and inadequate parity on a yearly basis. No thanks.
I’ll take football any day.
If any sport has the fan loyalty that baseball used
to, it’s football.
Every Sunday and Monday, sometimes Saturday,
and, oh, even Thursday’s if we’re
lucky, millions of Americans gather in homes, in sports bars and in
stadiums with their snacks in one
hand and a beer in the other to
watch football.
They watch grown men tiff on
ESPN throughout the week on predictions for games. Why? It’s simERIC ZIMMERLING
ple, because, sadly, we care because it’s
football.
After Sept. 11th, football was instrumental in
bringing the nation back together by deferring their
thought for just a few hours on Sunday. The New
York Giants became America’s team to root for. Just
as the New Orleans Saints took on that role this year
while recovering from last year’s Hurricane Katrina.
The loyalty of the NFL is just as strong as the fans
loyalty to the game.
Sunday is the American Sabbath, but not because
of church.
It’s because of football.
And unlike the other major sports, football is only
America’s game. Hockey is very competitive but the
majority of the players have at least five syllables in
their name and cannot be interviewed after the game
without a translator.
Baseball is competitive also but it’s just too bad
much of that aggression is probably just fueled from
‘roid rage. Basketball definitely has enough history
to be America’s pastime, yet, it is becoming more
of an international league rather than an American
league.
Yeah, there is the National Football League Europe and teams in Canada as well, but the majority
of players on those teams are American. Former
number one pick Ricky Williams is playing for the
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Toronto Argonauts. Jesse Palmer, formerly the star
of the hit show ‘The Bachelor” and also a former
member of the San Francisco 49ers, plays for the
Montreal Alouettes. If that is not American, I don’t
know what is.
Football is America’s sport.
Some people say the NFL is too merciless, but that
is what we watch. The nightly news is not dedicated
to the heart-felt stories. It’s just the way it is.
Fans tune in to watch these guys battle on the field,
just like the fans that used to crowd ancient coliseums and watch gladiators brutally duke it out to the
death.
Players are modern-day Gladiators, except they
fight to take yards away from the opponent, not
blood.
If blood is shed during football, it just adds to the
excitement.
Blizzard conditions or monsoon conditions are
welcomed in the NFL, as games will be played under
almost every condition. Baseball will whimper at the
sight of rain and just in case it’s too wet for the players, they’ll go ahead and record it as a game if it’s
gone five innings.
Another positive about football is the parity in the
sport. The New Orleans Saints were 3-13 last season
and one game away from the Super Bowl this year.
That lack of a truly dominant team leads to added
excitement that sports such as baseball and basketball
just don’t have anymore.
Every team has a chance to succeed on a weekly
and yearly basis.
This is the American way of life and there is no
reason why America’s sport should not be the same
way.
All these reasons are why I now consider football
to be the American pastime.
As for baseball, it’s fading faster than the players
no longer on steroids, like dare I say, Sammy Sosa?
For now, I’m going to grab some snacks, buy some
drinks and get ready to enjoy my favorite national
holiday of the year, Super Bowl Sunday.

Eric Zimmerling is a Spartan Daily staff
writer. Guest columns appear every Tuesday and
Wednesday.

o p i n i o n pa g e p o l i c y
Readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a letter
to the editor.

Andy Chu, Quang Do, Rossa Dono, Kyle Hansen, Samie Hartley, Kimberly Lien, Carlos Militante,
Mitchell Alan Parker, Mark Powell, Ranier Ramirez, Kevin Rand, Luke stangel, Nick Veronin,Yael Reed
Wachspress, Josh Weaver, Megan Wood, Eric Zimmerling, David Zugnoni

HEATHER DRISCOLL
ZACH BEECHER

disagree with anyone who thinks O’Neal’s athleticism
is comparable to true centers like George Mikan, Moses Malone and Bill Russel, I will in the same breath
say I commend the Diesel.
I applaud O’Neal for pursuing a career in law-enforcement (he plans to become an officer after his retirement
from the NBA) and not become part of the alarming 40
percent of criminals playing professional basketball.
I applaud him for being a positive law-abiding rolemodel for children, in a world where few in the public
eye can maintain an equally sterling reputation.
I won’t publicly cheer for Shaq Daddy as he dunks
in two for the Heat, but silently thank Detective
O’Neal for helping dispel the tarnished reputation the
criminals of the NBA have created.
And you did read it right, Shaq does have a bodyguard.
Aren’t you glad your name isn’t Emmnueo Cibrin?

GUEST COLUMN:

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is
noon, three working days before the desired publication date. Space restrictions may require editing of
submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

Today

Illustrated wrote “Out of Bounds: Inside the NBA’s
Culture of Rape, Violence and Crime” purporting
that 40 percent of NBA players have criminal records,
mostly against women.
Benedict’s book analyzed players during the 20002001 NBA season and claimed that the second most
common crime was against police officers.
In the professional basketball worlds of Ron Artest
(fan-attacker), Latrell Sprewell (coach-choker) and Jason Kidd’s wife (alleged husband abuser), not to mention countless adulterers, recently the NBA has invariably not produced the world’s best role models.
Even the Bay Area’s beloved Golden State Warriors
in a franchise-changing, eight-man trade with the Indiana Pacers lost four mediocre players and gained a
strip-club gunslinger who took part of the infamous
Pacers’ and Detroit Pistons’ brawl in 2004, receiving a
30-game suspension.
The three other new Warriors do not have criminal
records.
In response to the bad seeds of the NBA, I say good
for you Shaquille O’Neal for taking the high road and
living a crime-free life.
And yes, I will be the first person to stand up and

408.924.3281

A dver tising :

san jose , ca 95192

408.924.3270

(408) 924-3281 | spartandaily@casa.sjsu.edu
spartandailyads @ casa . sjsu . edu

The Spartan Daily is a Public Forum

A letter to the editor is a response to an
issue or a point of view that has appeared in
the Spartan Daily.
Only letters between 200 to 400 words will
be considered for publication.
Submissions become property of the
Spartan Daily and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length. Submissions must
contain the author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions may be placed in the Letters to
the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209, sent by fax to
(408) 924-3237, e-mail at spartandaily@
casa.sjsu.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and
Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San
Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by and are the consensus of the Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do
not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan
Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications or SJSU.
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MOVIE Quote of the day:

‘A real loser is someone who’s so afraid of not
winning he doesn’t even try.’
—Alan Arkin, ‘Little Miss Sunshine,’ 2006
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JANUARY 30, 2007

Anaïs Mitchell’s squeakiness
overshadows ‘The Brightness’
SAMIE HARTLEY
STAFF WRITER

Anaïs Mitchell’s new album
“The Brightness” would be better
if you didn’t have to listen to her
sing. The instrumentals of the album are wonderful, but her voice is
nothing less than atrocious.

review

CD

If Mitchell auditioned for
“American Idol,” she wouldn’t get
the ticket to Hollywood. Judge
Simon Cowell would surely tell
Mitchell to return to the sheep
farm in Vermont where only the
livestock would find pleasure in her
singing.
Her voice is a hybrid of Vanessa
Carlton, Lisa Loeb and Jewel which
results in a hideous child-like tone
that makes your entire body shiver
in disgust as she whines through
each song.
The music of the album is good,
but Mitchell’s voice does not compliment the tranquil melodies provided by the guitars and piano.
Just as the opening guitar instru-

mentals of “Santa Fe Dream” begins to whisk me away with a soft
lullaby, Mitchell’s voice claws its
way to my ears, and I cringe as I
return to reality. Her voice cheats
you out of an enjoyable listening
opportunity.
Mitchell’s music is something
you’d expect to hear in a dreary
urban coffee shop where the audience is clad in black, swaying to
the choppy poetic emo lyrics that
make no sense to anyone but the
performer.
Her lyrics are strung together
poorly and the songs just stop
without any sense of resolution.
She stretches to make her poetic
lines rhyme, and she often falls
short as demonstrated in “Oldfashioned Hat”: “A dollar gets you
seven plays/ I watch you through a
smoky haze/ a secret smile on your
face.”
In the song “Hades & Persephone,” Mitchell repeats the line
“how long, how long, how long?”
three times in less than three minutes. Listeners will relate to this
line because they will constantly be
wondering how long they will have
to listen to the drivel of Mitchell’s
third release.
How long can this dreadful music possibly continue? The answer
is 40 minutes if you manage to listen to her album from start to finish.
By song nine, I sincerely believed that listening to Paris Hilton

sing would be far more enjoyable
than having to endure the rest of
the songs featured on “The Brightness.”
Not all of Mitchell’s 11 songs
are horrible. The only decent song
arrives at the very end of the album.
“Out of Pawn” is a poem about
a family torn apart by the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. She
tells a painful story through her
music, but just as I started to reassess my opinion of Mitchell’s
talent, her song abruptly stopped,
leaving me to wonder if it was any
good at all.

“By song nine, I sincerely
believed that listening to
Paris Hilton sing would be
far more enjoyable...”

Perhaps my mind tricked me into
believing that this song was mildly
pleasant in hopes that Mitchell indulged the cliché of saving the best
for last.
The only other song possibly
worth listening to is “Changer,” a
heartbreaking tale of lost love, but
even this song leaves something to
be desired.
Her squeaky voice doesn’t con-

photo courtesy of righteous babe records

vey the emotion of the haunting
lyrics. A Muppet could have injected more feeling into this song, but
Mitchell’s voice falls disappointingly flat.
“Hobo’s lullaby” is also relatively decent. The surprising addition of the violin to accompany
the guitar is a nice touch, but as
always, Mitchell’s voice ruins the
entire thing. It is a different kind of
song since it is essentially an ode to
a wandering traveler who has been
shunned by the world, but there is

nothing special about it that leaves
you wanting more.
Despite releasing two other albums, Mitchell’s debut on Righteous Babe Records is a huge let
down. The label normally releases
albums by artists who have empowering messages and thoughtful
prose such as Ani DiFranco, but
Mitchell’s work on “The Brightness” lacks inspiration and entertainment value.
She recorded her first album,
“The Song They Sang When Rome

Fell” in a single afternoon. Some
might think that is impressive, but
I think it was simply foreshadowing
the awful compilations to come.
Inviting Mitchell’s music to
stimulate your senses is a waste of
time. There is nothing bright about
her album. It is nothing more than
a broken promise that should be
left in the shadows hidden from the
light of day.
All CD reviews are based on a five
star rating system.
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Grant- Encourages technology development
Continued from page 1

rooms where students will be able to
interact in person and through the
Internet, to help students learn.
College of Business faculty
members can begin applying for the
grants in mid-February when the
criteria is announced, but there are
no guidelines set yet, Kwan said.
Grant applications will be reviewed by a five-person committee,
which has yet to be selected. The
grant recipients are expected to be
announced in March, Kwan said.
Michael E. Solt, associate dean
of the College of Business, said
Morasch’s pledge is “fantastic.”
“Such gifts are essential in helping the College of Business maintain an excellent quality of educa-

tion. Dean Bruce Magid plans on
directing Ms. Morasch’s gift toward
developing new, innovative teaching methods and techniques,” Solt
said. “This will help engage faculty
in state-of-the-art teaching.”
Magid, dean of the College of
Business, said that Morasch’s donation will encourage other alumni,
funding foundations and corporations to financially help the college
create innovative online learning
techniques that will benefit students.
“Linda’s generous pledge is a
leadership gift that will inspire others to give back to the College of
Business and assist the next generation of students,” Magid said.
He also said he wants the business
faculty to utilize the grants to bring
more technology to the classroom,

Join the
SJSU Symphonic Band
Calling all horns! Did you play an instrument in your
high school band and now have nowhere to play?
Come play in the SJSU Symphonic Band. Open to
all SJSU students.
Spring 2007
Tuesdays & Thursday from 2:00-3:20
Register for Music 154, section.
If interested, please contact Dr. Diana Hollinger
408-924-4631, office M103
Or just sign up & show up!!!
P.S. We need clarinets, trumpets, & trombones,
but everyone is welcome!

such as offering lectures online.
“I want my faculty to be able to
provide portions of classes online,”
Magid said. “I want faculty to use
technology to enrich the students’
learning experience.”
Magid said classes with online
components will benefit busy students so that there are more learning opportunities.
Morasch’s pledge will go toward
technology that wasn’t available to
her when she was receiving her own
higher education. Morasch said she
graduated with an accounting degree in 1983 after attending SJSU
part-time for seven years. She is currently the chief financial officer for
Ponderosa Homes, a home-builder
based in Pleasanton.
She said she wanted to pledge
money to the college so that faculty
members have the resources to give
the students the greatest learning
experience possible.
“I feel like I got a really good education, so I was interested in doing
something to help the faculty,” said
Morasch.
She said she has been involved with
SJSU for many years as a sponsor of
the Finance Club and a member of
the College of Business Alumni Association board. She said she is also involved with the Spartan Foundation.
Gisela Bengfort-Piatti, the executive director of the College of
Business Alumni Association, said
Morasch should be commended for
pledging money to the college.
“She believes in education and education is the future of our country,”
Bengfort-Piatti said. “She’s a wise
woman and needs to be respected for
her generosity toward the SJSU.”
Morasch will not be a part of
the selection process to determine
which faculty members will receive
the grants, Magid said.
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Gala- Exhibit open year-round
Continued from page 1

school teachers in San Francisco.
The school later moved to San
Jose before becoming a college
and later a university.
Visitors wandered through
the display cases and admired
furniture made and used by
Charles Allen, the principal of
the Normal School from 1873
to 1889.
Alumni and community members donated many of the items
on display. Other artifacts and
pictures came from the university’s special collections.
“My job was to find all the cool
items that I could in our university archives,” said Erin Louthen, a
library science graduate student
who works in University Special
Collections. “In some cases, that

involved opening boxes that had
not been opened in a long time.
There were so many items we
found that we were not expecting
to find.
“I was honored to be given
this assignment, it really allowed
me to understand the history
of the university, and it made
me care more. I did not think I
would get so involved, but it was
amazing to see everything come
to fruition. It was an awesome
experience.”
The displays range from items
used in classes to a silk gown worn
for graduation in the 1880s.
“Each case represents a different part of the university,” said
Louthen, “So there is something
there for everyone.”
The exhibit also includes a
large timeline with important

events and enrollment numbers
for the school. There is also a listing of distinguished alumni and
a map of the San Jose area from
1876, with the Normal School
located on Washington Square.
In addition to the new exhibit,
the University Special Collections
and Archives, along with the Ira
F. Brilliant Center for Beethoven
Studies and the Martha Heasley
Cox Center for Steinbeck Studies were open on the fifth floor
for people to wander through
and see their collections.
Celebratory events will be
held through this year, culminating with Founders’ Week
from April 30 to May 4. More
information about the gala, the
exhibit and other events can be
found at http://www.sjsu.edu/
150th.

PHOTOS BY HANNA THRASHER/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

An ice sculpture is on display at the 150th anniversary
gala.

The first floor of the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. library
bulges with event attendees.
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Picket- Next possible CFA action is to vote on strike Aviation- New professor
Continued from page 1

leased in response to the scheduled picketing event, the CSU
said it “has made an excellent
compensation offer to the union
that represents the faculty of the
California State University.”
The statement further explained that a 24.5 percent salary
increase over the next three years
and a 100 percent payment on

“They have that ethos that
supports corporate
interests, not people.”
-Jonathan Karpf,
anthropology lecturer
the increase in medical insurance
premiums was included in the rejected salary offer.
Karpf, however, argues that
these numbers resulted from “accounting tricks,” and that the
actual salary increase the faculty
would see is 14 percent.
“If anybody thinks if they offered us a real 24 percent general
increase and we turned it down,
I’d like to sell them a bridge in
Brooklyn,” Karpf said.
Furthermore, in response to
student fee increases, the official
CSU statement said, “Regardless
of any fee increases in the past,
the CSU fees are among the lowest in the nation.”
But Karpf said that this doesn’t
take into account the cost of living
in California.
“(CSU administrators) compare and base their salaries on
comparable universities throughout the country without considering rent, insurance or gas,”
said Karpf. “Sure they pay more
for tuition in Tennessee, but you
can rent an apartment there for
$300.”
CSU as a Corporate
Model
Karpf said that the model of the
CSU, under Chancellor Reed, mirrors what can be seen in the corporate world “where the gap between
what the upper-level administrators
make and what the average faculty
member makes is widening.”
“It’s a corporate model of the
university,” Karpf said. “It’s education as business. It’s students not
as students, but as little bundles of
cash and it’s looking at faculty as
just workers where you want to get
the cheapest ones.”
Over the past decade, Karpf
said, that because Californians
have a tendency to elect republican governors, who then appoint
the CSU Board of Trustees, who
in turn appoint the chancellor, the

result has been a trickle-down political mindset that conflicts with
the views of faculty members.
“They have that ethos that supports corporate interests, not people,” Karpf said. “So they’re the
ones who I believe chose (Chancellor) Reed because he shared
their vision of, in a sense, privatizing this public system.”
On Wednesday, the CFA hopes
to get enough signatures and support so that Chancellor Reed and
his office realizes that there is a lot
of angry faculty out there, Karpf
said.
“Our goal is to get the Chancellor’s office back to the bargaining table so after two years we can
finally get a fair contract,” Karpf
said, who added that the contract
and bargaining procedures are
designed to have “minimal impact
on students, minimal impact on
faculty and maximum impact on
(Chancellor) Charlie Reed.”
Karpf said if the signatures
don’t get the Chancellor back to
the table, then the CFA will call
for a strike vote.
“If that doesn’t work, we’re
planning for a two-day rolling
strike,” Karpf said.
A rolling strike means that for
two days the faculty would strike
at the SJSU campus, then go back
to class. The strike then would
shift to a different campus, such
as, San Francisco State, whose faculty would have a two-day strike.
Then, the two-day strikes would
essentially “roll” throughout the
23-campus system.
“It’ll be amazing because
there’s never been a strike before,”
Karpf said. “But it gets to the
point where, if we don’t stand up
for ourselves, who will?”
Opposition to the CFA
According to Karpf, since 2002,
student fees have increased by 96
percent. The salary of the Chancellor, the 23 campus presidents
and the Chancellor’s high-level administrators, have gone up 23 percent, while since 2002, the faculty
has seen only a 3.5 percent general salary increase, Karpf said.
“I support the faculty because
they’re the ones who have the
closest relationship with the students,” Ramos said. “The Chancellor and the presidents are looking at the benefits of their own
interest. (But) without a faculty,
we wouldn’t have a school.”
But the CFA isn’t without internal opposition. In an email sent
by Andrew LaFlamme, a student
CSU Board of Trustees member
and graduate student of Cal State
Stanislaus, allegations are made
that the leaders of the CFA have
“manipulated, mislead and bullied the students of the CSU.”
LaFlamme explained that he
experienced these egregious ac-

tions firsthand at board meetings
on his campus of Cal State Stanislaus, according to the email.
“When presented with opinions,
concerning the collective bargaining process that differ from their
own, faculty union leaders have
belittled and bullied students leaders,” LaFlamme said in the email
sent out to trustee members, Presidents of CSU campuses, students
and the public. “(They are) going
so far as to tell students they have
been brainwashed by the university administration.”
But Karpf believes this is just
another problem with how the administration mirrors a more corporate model of an institution.

“(SJSU’s) faculty isn’t
on the CSU or the
CFA’s side ... .”
-Howard Combs,
marketing professor
“Andrew LaFlamme is a Business School graduate student at
Cal State Stanislaus, a member
of the Marketing Club and was
a community service officer for
the Los Angeles Police Department from 1999 to 2001,” Karpf
said. “Are you surprised that this
is who Governor Schwarzenegger
appointed as the sole voting student member on the CSU Board
of Trustees? He is also opposed to
rolling back student fees, while the
CFA supports this. I would suggest that Mr. LaFlamme — and
his views — is not very representative of the CSU student body.”
Further opposition can be
found within SJSU’s California
Faculty Association.
“(SJSU’s) faculty isn’t on the
CSU or the CFA’s side,” said
Howard Combs, a departmental
and college representative of the
CFA at SJSU and also a profes-

sor of marketing. “Faculty generally
doesn’t support this group,” Combs
said of the CFA.
Combs also said that the CFA leaders manipulate information for their
own advantage.
“Their numbers are completely
false,” Combs said, speaking about
the percentage of SJSU faculty that
the CFA reports are members, which
Karpf asserts is 42 percent. “That’s
counting dead people,” Combs said.
“Actually, 80 percent (of the faculty)
aren’t onboard,” Combs said.
“We have well over 40 percent of
the faculty as members based on payroll deductions,” John Travis, President of the CFA, said in an email.
“Unless this person thinks the state
pays ‘dead people,’ he is clearly misinformed.”
“(Howard) has been saying this for
the past year or so, but the actual data
contradict his claim. Both the numbers and percentage of CFA members on campus are freely available,”
Karpf said. “And it’s increasing.”
At the picketing event on Wednesday, the CFA hopes to show the CSU
administration that the faculty’s spirit
is not broken and that it’s time to return to the bargaining table, Karpf
said.
“We’re not just bargaining for a
fair contract, we are struggling to
save the CSU, to try to rebuild it to
its past glory, to what it was,” Karpf
said. “Because that vision, that master plan, the promise that was made
to Californians, has been eroded. And
it’s the majority of the faculty’s view
that it’s a vision worth saving, a vision
worth fighting for.”
Among the faculty will also be students who share the same sentiment
as Karpf.
“We’re the bones of the school,”
Ramos said. “Without bones you
can’t stand.”

provides ‘breath of fresh air’
Continued from page 1

Pierce said.
He said the purpose of the visit
to the CSU board of trustees was
to address a lack of response from
all levels of administration.
Students met with SJSU president Don Kassing in December
2005 to raise questions regarding the state and direction of the
aviation program.
Despite the apparent dissatisfaction with the program, some
students feel that the aviation department still has much to offer.
Pierce said that SJSU offers
the only four-year aviation program in California. “If I were to
study out of state,” Pierce said, “I
would have to go to Arizona.”
Pamela Bohner, a junior majoring in aviation, said the flight team
was recently able to regain status
after being fettered by audits regarding liability issues. She is also
excited about being the head of
the new women’s aviation club.
The arrival of a new professor has also softened concerns
regarding the quality of aviation
department faculty.
Associate Professor Triant
Flouris, director of aviation at
SJSU, relocated from Canada to
help build the program, Bohner
said.
“He (Flouris) has been like
a breath of fresh air,” Wigley,
SJSU’s flight team captain, said.
Wigley said that because of
Flouris the department has actually improved over the last year.
Still, Ryan Kaher, an aviation
student, hopes the recent outcry
will promote even more progress.
He said he wants to see more



aviation classes taught by aviation
professionals.
Pierce outlined the quality of
education concern in his speech
to the board.
Also requested in Pierce’s
speech is an outside investigation
and audit of the San Jose State
University Aviation Department.
During the California Performance Review in August 2004,
Trustee William Hauck told the
students that the aviation department was closing, Pierce said.
“Upon review of the official
transcripts his words were deleted,” Pierce said. “We do not believe Governor Schwarzenegger
is being told the truth about the
state of education in California,
especially in our program.”
Pierce warned that department
concerns should be disseminated
accurately to the trustees.
“If the trustees are led to believe that this is a financial issue,
billionaires have stepped forward
and President Kassing has not
contacted them back,” Pierce said
in an email.
When contacted, Department
Chair Patricia Backer was unable
to comment for this story.
“We’re stuck in a situation at
the moment,” Kaher said. “We
do not have a department chair
with an aviation background.”
“We’ve had to get together to
fight for students’ rights,” Kaher
said.
Patricia Bohner believes the
students are doing everything they
can to improve the department. “I
believe from when I started,” Bohner said, “it’s getting better, but
I think we’re a little short of the
university’s department goals.”
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TOMORROW ON THE SPORTS PAGE:

Men’s basketball — Full coverage of last Saturday’s home game v. New Mexico State University
Gymnastics — The Spartans clutch second place in the home opening quadrangular meet

Water polo sinks cross-town rival
Spartans score ten goals in win against Santa Clara University

MARK POWELL
STAFF WRITER

Powered by seven second-half
goals, San Jose State University’s
women’s water polo team defeated
rival Santa Clara University 10-5
on Saturday in the Spartans’ first
game of the season.
SJSU, ranked 11th in the nation by the Collegiate Water Polo
Coaches Association, clung to a 3-1
halftime lead before overpowering
the Broncos with a strong showing
over the final two quarters.
“We finished pretty well,” head
coach Lou Tully said. “We kind of
told ourselves ‘We’re running out of
time here and we need to step it up.’”
A Santa Clara goal with 1:37
remaining in the third quarter
brought the score to 5-3, but a
behind-the-back goal by SJSU se-

nior Beth Harberts made sure the
Broncos wouldn’t come within two
scores again.
“We started getting really excited about the game (in the second
half),” said sophomore two meter
player Juliet Moss.
Moss was one of four Spartans
to score two goals against the 17th
ranked Broncos.
Harberts,
senior
attacker
Deanna Lowry, and freshman utility player Bridget McKee joined
Moss as multiple goal scorers for
the Spartans.
“It felt good to win, but it was
just a gauge of what we need to
improve on,” utility player Tanya
Torres said. “We did do some good
things as well.”
The contest was just one of what
looks to be many important games
for the Spartans this season. Playing in the Mountain Pacific Sports

Federation conference will mean
fierce competition every week, according to Coach Tully, who led
the Spartans to a 13-15 record and
five conference wins in 2006.
The conference includes the top
six teams in the nation: University
of Southern California, UCLA,
Stanford, Cal, Hawai’i, and San
Diego State University.
San Jose State will face all of
them.
“That’s where we are. We are in
the best conference in the country,”
he said. “Every week will be a war.”
Tully added that playing so
many great teams every year is
something that players and future
recruits can enjoy.
“That is something we try to
sell here: you play with us, you
play the best,” he said.
Sophomore Torres echoed her
coach’s sentiment.

“The schedule is tough, but I look
forward to it,” she said. “I get to play
with the top teams. I play the best.”
Torres said she looks forward to
helping the Spartans move to a higher ranking as the season goes on.
“We should see how we can move
up from number 11,” Torres said.
The ranking is out of 31 teams,
according to www.ncaasports.com
If the Spartans are going to be
moving up in the rankings, a lot
of new faces will be moving along
with them, as seven freshmen are
included on this season’s active
roster. Other younger players, like
sophomores Moss and Torres, will
also be seeing a lot of action alongside upperclassmen players.
“I’m anxious to see Cynthia
(Gazzolo) and Jenni (Peters) and
others,” he said. “I tell them, ‘This
is your time to shine and this is your
time to take leadership.’”

SJSU junior
goalkeeper,
Kendra
Adama
throws the
ball back
into play for
the
Spartans.
PHOTO BY
LAUREN
SAGAR/
STAFF
PHOTOGRAPHER

Women’s basketball wins for first time at home, 57-56
DAVID ZUGNONI

STAFF WRITER

The San Jose State University women’s basketball team won its first home
game of the season on Jan. 25 after
coming back from a 16-point deficit in a
thrilling 57-56 victory over the University of Hawai’i in the Event Center.
Sophomore center Jaime Hall made
the game-winning shot with 17 seconds
left in the Thursday night game, and
posted a career-high 11 points on five-ofsix shooting from the floor on the day of
her father’s birthday.
Interim head coach Derrick Allen did

not seem surprised at Hall’s impact on
the game.
“She’s always in the right spot,” Allen
said. “She’s looking to set screens, and rebound and play hard defense. And that
goes for all our girls. ... It just so happens
that tonight was Jaime’s night to shine.”
Hall said that making her first shot
gave her confidence to keep shooting.
“My first shot: shot it, made it,” Hall
said. “And then I was like, ‘Hey, shoot another one.’ That first one helped me a lot.
It brought my confidence up. And then
playing good on defense, getting stops,
always helps the confidence.”
After falling behind 25-9 with 8:28
left in the first half, a three-point shot

by junior guard Alicia Hicks sparked an
18-8 scoring run as SJSU forced seven
Hawai’i turnovers to come within six
points at halftime.
The Spartans’ relentless defense kept
the game close through the second half,
and a three-point shot by Hall with
10:26 to play gave SJSU their first lead
since the opening minute of the game.
With 37 seconds left to play and down
by one, SJSU ran 20 seconds off the clock
before sophomore guard Myosha Barnes
passed to Hall, who sank a 16-foot jump
shot to give the Spartans the lead with 17
seconds to play.
“I saw (Barnes) driving and I was like,
‘I’m open,’” Hall said. “She passed it and

I said, ‘Here it goes — Yes! I made it.’”
The Spartans made a defensive stand
and forced a turnover with two seconds
left to seal the victory.
SJSU’s first win at home improved
their overall record to 2-19.
“We put a complete 40-minute game
together tonight,” said sophomore guard
Natalie White. “Our last, I don’t know how
many games, we have been weak coming
out in the second half. And so tonight we finally decided we’re going to light a fire under our butts and do something about it.”
White led SJSU with a team-high 13
points, including a timely three-pointer that
tied the game 55-55 with 1:04 to play.
Myosha Barnes played an important

role in SJSU’s strong second-half defense, holding Hawai’i senior guard Janevia Taylor to only one point in the second half after Taylor scored nine points
before halftime.
“Like I told the girls in the locker room,
I said, ‘You guys went through a lot this
year,’” said Allen. “‘You went through a
lot of adversity. This is nothing.’”
SJSU lost on the road to New Mexico State University 79-53 Saturday.
Barnes tied a career high with 18 points
in the loss.
The Spartans will face the University
of Idaho Thursday at 7 p.m. and Utah
State University Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
Event Center.
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right man for the task.
“I didn’t realize that anybody
this young could have the knowledge about railroads, but he did,”
Conaway said.
With Conaway playing the part
of historical tour guide, Kelley
spent all of last summer researching and writing “Railroads of Los
Gatos,” a book that chronicles the
once bustling steam-powered rail
system that made the city Kelley
grew up in an important part of
the South Bay Area.
“I like to think that I wrote the
book from an interesting perspective,” Kelley said. “Rail fans are
usually the ones to write these types
of books, but railroaders, like me,
aren’t the ones who are working on
model trains and things like that. It’s
not often that someone with actual
working experience writes a book
on (the steam engine industry).”
For Kelley, however, “Railroads
of Los Gatos” was more than just
a summer of befriending black and
white photos and daughters of steam
engine conductors long since gone.
For the SJSU industrial design
major, the project was a lifetime of
love for steam-driven locomotives.
“He couldn’t have been more
than four or five when he started
talking to engineers and conductors and asking all the questions he
could,” his mother, Joanne Kelley,
said in an email.
Born in a small suburb outside
New York City, Kelley’s family
moved to Los Gatos when he was
only two. He quickly developed
a love for trains of all kinds, but
would cultivate a love for the classic, steam-powered ones.
“The mechanics and rich history behind the old steam engines

was just fascinating to him,” Joanne
Kelley said.
By age 13, her son was already
doing track work around Los Gatos, learning from others who
helped him along in learning even
more about steam. Kelley was on
his way to figuring out not only
how to maintain these running
pieces of history, but to one day
operate them on his own.
However, there was no place
for Kelley to satisfy his interest in
everything steam engine when the
family moved back to New York
during high school.
“I did some track work there,
but there was no real involvement,”
Kelley said.
Without any tangible participa-

“I didn’t realize that anybody this young could
have the knowlege
about railroads.”
Peggy Conaway, Los Gatos
public library director
tion in the steam engine industry
Kelley began researching the world
he loved, writing articles for the
Grand Scales Quarterly, a steam
engine magazine.
He even started his own online
publication dedicated to the railway system.
After high school, Kelley made
the decision to leave New York a
second time to travel back to the
West Coast in hopes of immersing
himself in the steam locomotive
realm once more.
“California was all he really
knew,” Kelley’s parents wrote via
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email. “And when we moved to
New York he missed a lot of his
friends, the nice weather, the landscape, and there weren’t any nearby places where he could learn to
work on steam.”
“Like any parents, it was sad
that he chose to go to school so far
away from us, but we respect his
decision and he seems to be having
a great time.”
And for the last two years Edward Kelley has had nothing but
a great time, learning to run and
operate the trains he watched and
read about all his life.
Kelley works and volunteers on
rail lines at Niles Canyon in Sunol,
as well as the Pacific Coast Railroad in Santa Margarita.
Kelley works as a fireman, whose
job in the steam world includes
making sure the engine keeps running properly and safely. The duties of a fireman involve more than
just shoveling coal, Kelley said.
“If you screw up, it will kill you,”
he said. “You have to have a very
wide attention span. You can’t
doze off. There are many ways of
doing it, but only one that’s right.”
It became obvious that Kelley not
only had obtained a large amount
of knowledge about the steam engine, but also even knew how to
operate one, becoming a certified
fireman on his 19th birthday.
Perhaps this is why hundreds of
fellow train enthusiasts from as far
away as San Luis Obispo showed
up to the Dec. 7, 2006 book signing at the Los Gatos Town Council
Chambers. Between 200 and 250
was the approximate number of
people in attendance, according
to Kelley, over-filling the event by
about 100 guests.
To Kelley, those kinds of people
have made, and will continue to
make, all the difference.

SAN JOSE (AP) - Dean Arthur Schwartzmiller, a child molester with convictions in several states over three decades and a knack for
avoiding prison, was sentenced Monday to 152
years to life for sexually abusing two 12-yearold boys.
Schwartzmiller, 65, shackled at the wrists
and using a cane, did not speak before his sentencing in Santa Clara County Superior Court
on 11 felony counts of child molestation and
one misdemeanor charge of child pornography possession.
He chuckled when Judge Edward Lee asked
if he knew about his right to appeal, answering in the affirmative that he knows the procedure.
Schwartzmiller, who acted as his own lawyer
in October trial, routinely files mountains of legal arguments in his cases and has overturned
two prior convictions.
Lee said that despite Schwartzmiller’s legal
savvy in getting some previous charges dismissed, he will spend the rest of his days filing
appeals from a prison cell.
“For all that above-average intelligence and
charm, I have a couple of faults (with you) — an
English teacher might call them tragic faults,”
Lee said. “You have no empathy for your victims; that’s not particularly unusual. And you
cannot see yourself as others see you.”
After the hearing, Schwartzmiller leaned on
his cane and hobbled back to the locked holding area, apparently joking with a deputy before
turning back to flash a grin at investigators.
Melinda Hall, the public defender assigned
to represent Schwartzmiller at the sentencing,
said she spoke with him briefly after the hearing and described his mood as “accepting.”
“There’s nothing that surprised him,” she
Hall, adding that the appeals process was already under way. “He knew exactly what the
judge was going to do before it happened.”
When Schwartzmiller was arrested in June
2005, investigators found a graphic 456-page
memoir describing sexual abuse, binders full of
child pornography and 1,500 notebook pages
with headings including “blond boys,” “no, but
yes boys,” and “best of the best, 13 and under.”

cLAssIfIEds
Submit and Pay for your Classifieds Online with the convenience of a credit card. Questions on how to place your classified? Call 408.924.3277

Roommate Wanted
ROOMMATE WANTED! 3 Bdrm
11/2Ba two-story apartment. Master
Bd avail. Female, non-smker, no
pets preferred. $500/ mo. Email
jodie_blondie_37@yahoo.com

employment
REC LEADERS
NEEDED!

LGS Recreation is hiring Recreation
Leaders to work in our After School
Programs. We are looking for parttime leaders to work 2pm-6:15pm
M-F and full-time leaders to work
early morning shift and kindergarten
program M-F. If you love working
with youth and are energetic send
your resume to Kathy at
kathy@lgsrecreation.org.
(408)354-8700
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8th
school seeks responsible individuals for extended daycare, PT, PMs.
No ECE units req’d. Previous
childcare exp. a must. Please call
248-2464
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO
BAR/HOST PT positions avail
in S’vale restaurant. Flex hours,
$11.00 to start. Call Wendy @
733-9331
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant, Toddler &
Preschool Teachers & Aides. FT&
PT positions avail. Substitute positions are also avail that offer flex
hrs. ECE units are req’d for teacher
positions but not req’d for Aide
positions. Excellent opportunity for
Child Develop majors. Call Cathy
for an interview@ 244-1968 X16 or
fax res. to 248-7433

WEEkEND EMPLOYMENT Camp
Counselors needed for a residential
camp serving children and adults
with disabilities. If you are interested in a challenging and rewarding
experience, visit
www.viaservices.org or call
(408)243-7861
DELIVERY DRIVERS Party rental
business. Perfect for students. Earn
up to $250 every weekend. Must
have reliable truck or van., Heavy
lifting is required. 408 292-7876
WAITER/WAITRESS - THAI
RESTAURANT Seeking a waiter or
waitress for our Thai food restaurant located on Blossom Hill Rd in
San Jose, near Los Gatos. Flexible
hours, nice environment, good tips
plus hourly. Call Judy @
408-358-2525 or at 408-356-4175.
SWIM TEAM CO-COACHES
wanted for Cabana League. Must
be avail. April - June M-F 4-8pm
Mid June - July 14: 6:30-10am &
Sats 7am-1pm. Additional outside
“prep” time necessary. Email resusume to:
Kristengallis@comcast.net.
Compensation: 4k
TEACHERS/RECREATION LEADERS Immediate PT and FT positions available in our school age
day care programs (K - 5th grade).
ECE or similar units needed for
teacher positions but not needed
for Aide Positions. Experience
working with children helpful but
not necessary. We offer flex hours
that can fit around your schedule.
Substitute positions are great for
students. Great opportunity to gain
experience and knowledge working
with children in an enjoyable setting. Call Small World Scools at
(408) 370-2700, Ext. 20, fax resume to: (408) 370-0505, or e-mail
maureenkrieger@yahoo.com and
see if you’d enjoy working for us.

SITTERS WANTED. $10 or more
per hour. Register FREE for jobs at
www.student-sitters.com.
AD COMPANY LOOkINg FOR
HELP We are looking an business
student to help at our office. Job duties include: answering and making
phone calls, mailing of information,
creating leads, contacting clients,
and selling of campaigns. Must
be motivated and a go getter. Pay
starts at $9 per hour plus bonuses
for generated business. Please call
for more info. (408)866-1957
SITTER WANTED P/ T, flex days/
flex hrs for three children 7 and
under in Willow Glen. Must be
reliable, have own car, references.
(408)293-0529

SeRviceS
PROFESSIONAL EDITINg for your
paper or dissertation. Experienced.
Efficient. Exact. Familiar with APA &
Chicago styles. ESL is a specialty.
Grace@(831)252-1108 or
Evagrace@aol.com or visit
www.gracenotesediting.com

Spartan Daily
Dwight Bentel Hall, Room
209
Fax:
408.924.3282

Wanted

EMAIL:
$ SPERM DONORS NEEDED $
Up to $900 / month. - Palo Alto.
Healthy MEN, wanted for California
Cryobank’s
sperm donor program. APPLY ONLINE: www.spermbank.com

classified@casa.sjsu.edu

ONLINE:
www.thespartandaily.com

EARN $2500+ MONTHLY and
more to type simple ads online.
www. DataEntryTypers.com
MARkETINg POSITIONS Our
marketing company is expanding.
We are seeking outgoing people
with drive to help us grow. No
experience necessary. Great pay
schedule! (408) 907-9689

FoR Rent
3BD-2BA-2 BLOCkS
FROM SJSU

3bd apartment with walk in closets.
Great for students/ roommates!!
Great Floor Plan! Washer & Dryers
on premisis. Parking available!!
Only $1,275 mo, may work with you
on the deposit!! email:
sjminv@aol.com

CLASSIFIED AD RATE INFORMATION
Each line averages 25 spaces. Each letter, number, punctuation mark, and
space is formatted into an ad line. The first line will be set in bold type and
upper case for no extra charge up to 20 spaces. A minimum of three lines
is required. Deadline is 10:00 am , 2-weekdays prior to publication.
MINIMUM THREE LINE CLASSIFIED AD:
DAYS: 1
2
3
4
RATE: $10.00 $15.00 $20.00 $25.00
$2.50 EACH ADDITIONAL LINE AFTER THE THIRD LINE.
$3.00 EACH ADDITIONAL DAY.
• RATES ARE CONSECUTIVE DAYS ONLY. •ALL ADS ARE PREPAID.
• NO REFUNDS ON CANCELLED ADS.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNT: 40+ consecutive issues: 10% discount
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 10% discount. Ads must be placed in
person in DBH 209 from 10 AM or 3PM. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
Rate applies to student’s individual ads only. Not intended for
businesses and/or other persons. Frequency discount does not
apply.

DISCLAIMER
The Spartan Daily makes no claim for products or services advertised below nor is there any guarantee implied. The classified columns of the Spartan Daily consist of paid advertising and offers are not approved or
verified by the newspaper. Certain advertisements in these columns may refer the reader to specific telephone numbers or addresses for additional information. Classified readers should be reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they should require complete information before sending money for goods or services. In addition, readers should carefully investigate all firms offering employment listings or coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.
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Man gets life sentence for abuse

Trains- Infatuation with steam-driven
classified 9.6 ”
locomotives began at the age of 2
Continued from page 1

Page 7

SPARTAN DAILY

Schwartzmiller, who had at least three molestation convictions and a dozen arrests over three decades, abused
many as 100 boys in eight U.S. states, Mexico and Brazil
from 1969 to 2005, prosecutors said.
Schwartzmiller told jurors that he was innocent and
maligned by a society that doesn’t accept men who love
boys.
During his testimony, Schwartzmiller said the memoir
and notebook entries were fiction.
He blamed roommate Frederick Everts — also a convicted child molester — for the child porn. Schwartzmiller
also said he could not have molested the two San Jose boys,
who are cousins, because he was either at a construction
job or bedridden with a bad back at the time.

SPARTAN DAILY
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